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University of North Texas
Agenda
• Introduction to UNT
• The Project’s Origin
• Intro to 3D scanning
• The Case Study
• The Recommendation 
• Future Research Areas
University of North Texas
University of North 
Texas (UNT)
• Established 1890
• Denton, Texas 
• Dallas-Fort Worth 
• 37,973 students FL 2016
• 3,887 faculty and staff






• Digital Newspaper &




Digital Libraries at UNT
The Digital Projects Lab
• 4 full time staff







Investigations into the Third Dimension: 3D 
Scanning in UNT Libraries’ Digital Collections 
• Awarded Spring 2015
• Grant $3,750
• Investigate 3D scanning’s
• current methods, equipment, 
uses, and file formats  
• Conduct a case study on UNT 
digital library infrastructure
• Provide a recommendation 
on 3D scanning in UNT Digital 
Collections
What Did We Explore?
1) What  are methods, equipment, uses, 
and file formats of 3D scanning?
2) Can UNT Libraries digital library 
support 3D files? 
3)Should Digital Projects purse 3D 
scanning?
Why 3D?
1) Provides fuller experience of the object as 
they exist in the real world.
2) It can quickly* recreate physical objects 
thanks to 3D printing.
3)Preserve and provide access to objects and 
spaces that may otherwise be unavailable.
Who else is 3D scanning?
Cultural heritage institutions and 3D 
scanning
1)Scan preserve and provide access to their 
collections and artifacts 
2)Preserving the work of their 3D scanning 
faculty in the university repository
3)Offing 3D scanning as a service to 
constituents
What is 3D Scanning
Types of 3D Data Collectors
• CT Scanning (computed 
tomography)
• White Light Scanning
• Photogrammetry
• Contact Scanning or 
digitizing
• Laser scanning
-- Direct Dimensions 
“Everything About 3D”
Example of Digitizing or 








The Miniature Books Exhibit in the UNT Special Collections Reading Room
What objects scan best?
Ranking Object Qualities Example
BEST Solid, stationary, non-
reflective
Tightly bound book 
with clasp.







Hand moulds are the Future
Where to learn 3D scanning?
Scanning Setup
Scanning Setup
Recording scanner settings data for each scan
Scanning
Reorienting the object to get scans/data from all sides
Post-Processing
Trimming excess data from object scan
Post-Processing
Aligning scans to create one mesh
Post-Processing





Filling holes, removing static
Editing in Meshlab/Meshmixer
Editing in Meshlab/Meshmixer
Reducing the size of the model
3D Printing!
Reducing the size of the model
What Did We Explore?
1) What  are methods, equipment, uses, 
and file formats of 3D scanning?
2) Can UNT Libraries digital library 
support 3D files? 
3)Should Digital Projects purse 3D 
scanning?
Prepping for Upload:Metadata
• Use 15 of the 21 available
fields
• Borrowed from physical 
object’s library catalog 
record
• Main differences in date, 
description, and resource 
type fields.












The UNT Digital Library CAN 
Support 3D Scans
Users Can Download 3D Scans

What Did We Explore?
1) What  are methods, equipment, uses, 
and file formats of 3D scanning?
2) Can UNT Libraries digital library 
support 3D files? 
3)Should Digital Projects purse 3D 
scanning?
Results
Number of Objects Scanned: 64
Number of Objects to Upload: 43 (27 
miniatures and 16 book history)
Number of Items Printed: 23 (some 
duplicates)
Number of Total Scans Taken: 235+
There a many unexplored research 
questions in 3D
1) Scanning and Processing standards
2) Metadata representation
3) Copyright
4) Repository model viewers
5) How are the scans used by users? (Scan 
models vs print models)
UNT Libraries should continue 3D 
scanning, but…
1) Explore uses of 3D models from the users 
perspective
2) Upgrade 3D processing and modeling software
3) Invest in faster processing hardware
4) Consider different scanning equipment
What Did We Explore?
1) What  are methods, equipment, uses, and 
file formats of 3D scanning?
2) Can UNT Libraries digital library support 
3D files? 
3)Should Digital Projects purse 3D scanning?
Gratitude!
UNT Libraries Green Light to Greatness Grant
UNT Special Collections Department
UNT Digital Libraries Division
UNT Libraries Makerspace: The Factory
3D Hub Owners Bob and Makertree3D
Questions?
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